Humans are unique in their ability to perform dexterous object manipulation in a wide 16 variety of scenarios. However, previous work has used a grasping context that 17 predominantly elicits memory-based control of digit forces by constraining where the 18 object should be grasped. For this 'constrained' grasping context, primary motor cortex 19 (M1) is involved in storage and retrieval of digit forces used in previous manipulations. In 20 contrast, when choice of digit contact points is allowed ('unconstrained' grasping), 21 behavioral studies revealed that forces are adjusted, on a trial-to-trial basis, as a function 22 of digit position. This suggests a role of online feedback that detects digit position, rather 23 than memory, for force control. However, despite the ubiquitous nature of unconstrained 24 hand-object interactions in activities of daily living, the underlying neural mechanisms are 25 unknown. Using non-invasive brain stimulation and electroencephalography, we found the 26 role of M1 to be sensitive to grasping condition. While confirming the role of M1 in storing 27 and retrieving learned digit forces and position in 'constrained' grasping, we also found 28 that M1 is involved in modulating digit forces to digit position in unconstrained grasping.
175
However, the persistence of the cTBS effect on T com during the Post block was 176 dependent on whether subjects performed the manipulation task in the con or uncon 177 condition and the cortical area targeted by cTBS. For the M1 uncon, S1 uncon, and S1 178 con groups, T com impairment was short lived, returning to the same magnitude as T com 
191
However, the different time courses after cTBS ( Fig. 4 ) indicate that digit position and 192 forces were highly sensitive to the grasp context and cortical area being stimulated. 9 = -4.384, P = 0.002, Cohen's d z = 1.39) ( Fig. 5A, M1 uncon column). Note that the large 240 change in d Y caused by cTBS was not accompanied by a significant modulation of d LF or 241 F GF (no main effect of Block: F 2,18 = 5.27 and 0.106, respectively; both P > 0.05; both 242 2 < 0.37). This is an important observation, given that d LF modulation to d Y is a key 243 feature of uncon grasping which was found during Learn and Pre Block trials. Thus, the 244 effects of cTBS during uncon grasping were opposite to those found for con grasping: 245 virtual lesion to M1 impaired the control digit placement, but not digit forces. These 246 results indicate that the lack of modulation of d LF to the cTBS-induced change in d Y 247 caused the drop in T com in the early trials of the uncon grasping condition (Fig. 4A ).
248
However, on subsequent trials a strong modulation of d y and concurrent modulation of 249 d LF enabled T com to return to pre-cTBS levels ( Fig. 5B ; SI Appendix, S6 and Fig. S3 ).
251
Disruption of S1 impairs the modulation of load force distribution 252 cTBS over S1 affected only digit load force distribution, d LF being significantly reduced 253 relative to Pre block trials (main effect of Block: F 2,18 = 16.50, P < 0.0001, 2 = 0.65; 254 post1 vs pre5: t 9 = -4.187, P = 0.002, Cohen's d z = 1.32; Fig. 5A , S1 uncon column). In 
261

DISCUSSION
control of digit forces. In this case, sensed digit placement would be used to modulate 273 digit forces accordingly on a trial-to-trial basis.
274
From a neural control perspective, we had proposed that constraining or allowing 275 choice of contact points challenges the nervous system in different ways (25-27, 30, forces. The present study tested whether digit force-to-position modulation is mediated 280 by differential activation and communication between sensorimotor cortices.
281
Our combined results across EEG and TMS studies revealed a differential 282 involvement of M1 and S1 in unconstrained relative to constrained grasping. While we 283 demonstrated that the neural activity of both M1 and S1 is greater in unconstrained 284 grasping, only the effective connectivity from S1 to M1 was affected by grasp context 285 ( Fig. 3C ). A series of TMS experiments further elucidated the functional roles of M1 and 286 S1. When digit position was constrained to be repeatable and predictable across trials,
287
we confirmed previous work pointing to the role of M1 in mediating a memory-based 288 control of manipulative forces (15, 17) and S1's lack of involvement in digit force retrieval 289 (31) ( Fig. 5A , M1 con and S1 con). More importantly, for unconstrained grasping we 290 demonstrated that integrity of both M1 and S1 is critically important as they have 291 complementary roles in mediating digit force-to-position modulation ( Fig. 5A , M1 uncon 292 and S1 uncon). Together, our results suggest that control of dexterous manipulation 293 relies on a flexible organization of the sensorimotor cortical network depending on 294 whether contact points can be chosen or not.
Furthermore, cTBS to S1 impaired digit force-to-position modulation (M1 uncon, Fig. 
307
5A). Thus, in both uncon groups, cTBS impaired the critical ability to modulate digit 308 forces to position, but did so by selectively affecting different T com variables.
309
Analysis of the time course of cTBS effects beyond the first post-cTBS trial provided 310 additional insights. Specifically, when digit force control was predominantly driven by 311 sensorimotor memory, the M1 con group's inability to retrieve digit forces and restore 312 pre-cTBS T com persisted for all post-cTBS trials (Fig. 5B) . In contrast, for the S1 con 313 group the small (non-significant) effect of cTBS on d Y (Fig. 5A ) and T com reduction 314 disappeared after the first post-cTBS trial due to small changes in digit centers of 315 pressure ( Fig. 5B ; SI Appendix, S6 and Fig. 3S ). Importantly, the M1 and S1 uncon 316 groups were able to restore digit force-to-position modulation and T com within the first 317 five post-cTBS trials.
318
The different time courses of post-cTBS recovery in each T com variable further 319 indicates differences in the roles of M1 and S1 according to the grasp context. The most 320 striking difference was found in the timeline of post-CTBS effects across M1 and S1 con 321 groups, i.e., F GF and d LF were affected for 15 trials, whereas the small effect on d Y 322 lasted 1 trial, respectively ( Fig. 5B ; SI Appendix, S6 and Fig. 3S ). These findings confirm 323 M1 -but not S1 -is involved in storing or retrieving memory of digit forces. As cTBS to 324 S1 did not affect digit forces, the quick recovery of d Y through small changes in digit 325 position in the S1 con group could have been driven by visual feedback of object roll 326 caused by the sudden T com reduction on the first post-cTBS trial ( Fig. 4A,B ). These 327 results suggest that the memory-based force control mechanism affected by cTBS 328 cannot benefit from visual feedback of manipulation error to the same extent as digit 329 placement, even when such errors continue to occur across multiple trials.
330
With regard to the uncon groups, cTBS to M1 and S1 again affected different T com 331 variables, i.e., d Y and d LF , respectively ( Fig. 5A ). Importantly, both groups were able to 332 restore pre-cTBS T com by re-establishing digit force-to-position modulation, but did so in 333 different ways. Specifically, the M1 uncon group modulated both d Y and d LF , whereas 334 the S1 uncon group modulated only d LF ( Fig. 5B ; SI Appendix, S6 and Fig. 3S ). These 335 differences in short-and long-term effects of cTBS, as well as the T com variables affected 336 by the virtual lesion, underscore the complementary, yet different roles of M1 and S1 in 337 unconstrained grasping. Specifically, integrity of both M1 and S1 is needed to modulate we speculate that this recovery in the uncon groups was also mediated by visual trial basis. process: it is also directly involved in using trial-by-trial sensory feedback of digit position 350 to scale forces.
351
Our focus on S1 was motivated by a long history of research on the role of S1 in the 352 context of online feedback control (e.g., (38-40)). While it is clear that S1 provides 353 proprioceptive inputs to M1 (41-44), what remains unclear is whether this process is 354 context dependent. We hypothesized that increased communication of proprioceptive 355 inputs from S1 to M1 would be necessary in unconstrained grasping. Our cTBS results 356 support this prediction by showing an impaired ability to adjust forces online to position.
357
This suggests that S1 cTBS inhibited communication to M1 and supports S1 has a 358 context-dependent role. Recent evidence further supports this proposition by indicating 359 that S1 is also involved in motor learning (45). These authors demonstrated that 360 optogenetically silencing S1 during motor adaptation inhibited learning. The implication 361 of this finding and our S1 cTBS results is that somatosensory cortex plays a critical role 362 in providing feedback information for both online control and learning. 363 364 M1-S1 communication specificity across grasp contexts
365
The cTBS results highlight the individual roles of M1 and S1 as a function of grasp 366 context. Nonetheless, they clearly show that their functional roles are not independent.
367
Our framework predicted S1 would increases communication of proprioceptive inputs to 368 M1 in unconstrained grasping. We used EEG connectivity analysis to test this 369 hypothesis. Specifically, we anticipated a two-way interaction between grasp context and 370 the extent to which S1 drove activity in M1, and vice versa. Our analysis confirmed this 371 prediction that connectivity from S1 to M1 was increased in unconstrained grasping ( Fig. provide M1 with feedback of digit position. This raises an auxiliary but important question 375 of which brain area may set the context-dependency. Previous work on M1-S1 376 interactions in rats concluded that M1 may cue S1 to gate thalamic inputs in response to 377 whisker stimulation (46). We found that M1 to S1 connectivity was similar across grasp 378 contexts, suggesting that the control of sensory gating may also be driven by S1.
379
Beyond connectivity, an imperative question is whether local activity in M1 and S1 380 was also context dependent. When examining power, we focused our analysis on 9-12 381 Hz (alpha). We chose this frequency band because substantial support has been 382 provided for its association with cortical inhibition within sensory cortices (47). Unlike the 383 connectivity results, we found that power increased in both M1 and S1 in unconstrained 384 grasping. We suggest that the increase in power likely represents an increase in local 
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We should note that S1's role in processing sensory inputs associated with digit 392 position is not obligatory. Conceptually, force planning could arise prior to contact, when 393 the digits are visible. While such vision-based force planning is still possible, contact 394 detection through visual, proprioceptive, and tactile feedback has been shown to be a 395 critical event for signaling the transition from the end of hand transport and onset of force 396 application (for review see 11). We propose that feedback during object contact is also 397 instrumental for estimating the relative position of the digits. Importantly, the S1 uncon 398 results indicate that visual feedback of the hand trajectory and contact points -available 399 throughout the task -could not compensate for the effect of the virtual lesion on digit 400 force-to-position modulation. The notion that object contact is the most relevant event for 401 feedback processing in unconstrained grasping is supported by a recent study showing 402 significant grasp-context differences in corticospinal excitability at contact, but not during 403 the reach (30). In summary, our findings support the imperative role of somatosensory 404 feedback of digit position for digit force modulation at object contact, but not during It is well known that the cortical network underlying grasp control, which has been 409 defined primarily based on research on constrained grasping, comprises several areas.
scaling appropriate for the hand shape used in the grasp (50). Studies in patients with , 15). S1 appears to be involved in sensing of predictable (31) and unpredictable (17) 421 contact events occurring at the fingertips during constrained grasping. In sum, when 422 contact points are constrained, dexterous manipulation relies on interactions among 423 posterior parietal areas, such as aIPS and S1, and frontal areas such as PMv, PMd, and 424 M1 (56, 57).
425
Besides the above-cited study on corticospinal excitability (30), to the best of our 426 knowledge only one study examined the extent to which control of constrained and 427 unconstrained grasping is mediated by different brain areas (29). The main findings of 428 this fMRI study were that cerebellum, BA 44, and PMv were differentially activated mechanisms are differentiated between constrained and unconstrained grasping, the 443 latter mimicking more natural conditions. These findings necessitate a revision to current 444 frameworks explaining dexterous manipulation. We used the current and previous 445 results to provide the foundation for a revised theoretical framework ( Fig. 6 ).
446
It has been established that interactions between M1, sensory, as well as premotor 447 and parietal cortical areas, lead to hand shaping (58, 59), which culminates with 448 positioning the digits at remembered locations used in previous manipulations.
449
Somatosensory and visual inputs contribute to guiding the hand towards the planned 450 contact points on the object (Fig. 6 ).
451
Our theory posits that following object contact, subjects use feedback of digit position 452 to determine the similarity of contact points with those used in previous manipulations.
453
We propose that sensing digit position serves a dual role. The first and obvious role is 454 detecting the digit contact points. However, the utility of this is driven by whether these 455 contact points were constrained or unconstrained, necessitating a second role. For 456 constrained grasping, this role is minimally important beyond ensuring force control that 457 satisfies mechanical requirements, i.e., normal-to-load force modulation (33, 60). In 458 contrast, during unconstrained grasping we propose that manipulation is predominantly 459 driven by a mechanism that compares predicted and actual sensory feedback of digit 460 position ( Fig. 6 ). We anticipate that individuals use this mechanism to determine the 461 extent to which force control is driven by memory and online feedback. The relative 462 contribution of each mechanisms depends on the extent to which predicted and actual 463 contact points match. Daily grasping activities, e.g., unconstrained grasping, elicit 464 greater reliance on feedback because of the inherent variability of contact points. above the table, hold the object for 2-3 seconds, replace the object on the table, and   511 return their hand to the hand switch until the next trial. During each trial, subjects were 512 asked to lift the object as straight as possible, i.e., to prevent the object from rotating on 513 the frontal plane due to the right-sided asymmetrical mass distribution ( Fig. 1A ).
514
Successful performance required subjects to exert a compensatory torque (T com ) of the 515 same magnitude but in the opposite direction of T ext in an anticipatory fashion, i.e., at 516 object lift onset (25). The rationale for the task design is described in S1 (SI Appendix).
517
Subjects were asked to perform our manipulation task by either allowing them to 518 choose grasp contact locations (unconstrained grasping, uncon) or constraining contact 519 locations by visually cueing grasp points on the object (constrained grasping, con) (top 520 and bottom objects, respectively, in Fig. 1A ). The functional roles of M1 and S1 521 underlying control of con and uncon grasping were investigated in two separate 522 experiments using electroencephalography (EEG) or transcranial magnetic stimulation 523 (TMS).
524
For the uncon grasping condition in both EEG and TMS experiments, subjects were 525 instructed that they could grasp anywhere along the vertical plates to perform the task.
526
For the con grasping condition in the EEG experiment, the contact point of each digit 527 was visually cued using two LEDs (vertical distance: 14 mm) on each side of the object 528 within which the fingertip had to be placed. The EEG study addressed differences in 529 source activation of primary motor and sensory cortices (M1 and S1, respectively) and 530 their effective connectivity during execution of con versus uncon grasping. We expected 531 these differences to reflect a greater involvement of feedback-vs. memory-based control 532 of forces in uncon than in con grasping (27). We asked subjects to perform a learning used for EEG analysis. Specifically, half of the subjects performed a block of 30 uncon trials followed by a block of 30 con trials, whereas the other half performed these two
Transcranial magnetic stimulation: Procedures
579
We delivered single-pulse TMS (spTMS) to primary motor cortex (M1) of 78 subjects 580 using a Rapid 2 stimulator (Magstim, 70-mm figure-of-eight coil, Whitland, UK).
581
Suprathreshold TMS pulses delivered over contralateral (left) M1 representing the right 582 first dorsal interosseus muscle (FDI) were used to estimate resting motor threshold 583 (rMT) (64). To assess corticospinal excitability (CSE), we delivered spTMS with the 584 intensity set at 120% of rMT over the identified FDI region.
585
We delivered continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS) to M1 and S1 at an intensity 586 of 80% of active motor threshold (aMT) (65) to transiently disrupt neural activity.
587
Repetitive pulses were delivered in the form of 3 pulses at 50 Hz repeated every 200 ms 588 for 40 s (600 pulses) (65, 66). As cTBS over M1 has been shown to decrease the size of 589 MEPs, we measured CSE using spTMS to verify the effects of cTBS over M1 (66) and 590 S1 (67).
591
For M1 cTBS, the TMS coil was positioned over the left cerebral hemisphere 592 representing the right FDI muscle, as identified during rMT estimation. For S1 cTBS, we 593 positioned the TMS coil over the postcentral gyrus posterior to the M1 FDI hotspot (68).
TMS Experiment: Control Groups
the No Move group, performed the manipulation task in the uncon grasping condition 618 ( Fig. 2B) . Unless otherwise stated, cTBS occurred between the Pre and Post blocks, 619 and CSE was assessed over contralateral (left) M1 region immediately after the Pre 620 block and before the Post block (Fig. 2B) .
621
In the Vertex group, cTBS was delivered over vertex to assess specificity of cTBS-622 induced effects observed in the M1 and S1 groups (65, 71).
623
In the Sham group, cTBS was delivered using a second coil placed directly behind 
631
Subjects in the No Move group received cTBS over contralateral M1, and saw the 632 same visual cues as those presented to all other groups. However, they were asked to (CoP 1 and CoP 1 , respectively) was computed using the force and torque output of each 681 sensor (25) (Fig. 1A,B ). CoP data were then used to compute the vertical distance 682 between the CoP on the thumb and finger side of the grip device (CoP 1 -CoP 2 = d Y ).
where 'w' denotes the width of the object. (3) Peak object roll: Our previous studies have 687 demonstrated that T com is a valid predictor of manipulation performance, i.e., object roll.
688
Specifically, as subjects learn the appropriate T com required to minimize object roll, peak 689 object roll negatively correlates with the magnitude of T com (25, 26, 31, 63). This was 690 confirmed by a significant linear correlation between T com and peak object roll (Pearson 691 correlation coefficient on data pooled across all experimental groups and subjects: 0.68; toolbox (79). The toolbox fits multivariate vector autoregressive models up to a certain 715 delay order. This model was estimated on a subject and condition basis to optimize the 716 model fit. We detected significant GC in all subjects and conditions, all of which were 717 used for analysis in a repeated measures ANOVA.
718
TMS experiment. We assessed subjects' ability to perform the manipulation task by 719 comparing T com from the first trial with the average of the last five trials of each block 720 (Learn, Pre, Post) within and across experimental groups (Fig. 2B ). Our previous work 721 has shown that subjects quickly learn to generate the necessary T com (Fig. 4) 
728
To assess learning-related changes in T com , we performed a 5 x 2 between-within 729 repeated measures (rm) ANOVA with Group (5 levels: M1 uncon, M1 con, S1 uncon, S1 730 con, Vertex) as the between-subject factor, and Block (2 levels: learn1, learn5) as the 731 within-subject factor. To confirm that subjects' performance remained stable during trials 732 after learning and prior to cTBS, we performed a 5 x 3 between-within rmANOVA with 733 Group as the between-subject factor, and Block (3 levels: learn5, pre1, pre5) as the 734 within-subject factor. A similar statistical design was used to assess T com in the 735 remaining control groups (for details see S2 and S5, SI Appendix).
736
To assess the effects of cTBS on T com , we performed a 5 x 3 between-within 737 rmANOVA with Group as the between-subject factor, and Block (3 levels: pre5, post1, 738 post5) as the within-subject factor. Post-hoc t-tests and one-way ANOVAs were used to 739 compare between-and within-group differences, respectively. We performed separate the Granger causal values between M1 and S1 estimated from source reconstructed EEG data. The figure shows nodes for connectivity between M1 and S1 (pre-and post-central Appendix: Supplementary Information S1. Rationale for design of dexterous manipulation task
Our dexterous manipulation task required subjects to learn to anticipate the effects of a destabilizing external torque (T ext ) on the object by exerting a compensatory torque (T com ) at object lift onset (1) (Fig. 1A) . We chose to study task over the classic task of lifting an object with a symmetrical center of mass because the task goal of object roll minimization introduces an element of dexterity in addition to those that have been extensively studied, e.g., modulating normal force to load force to prevent object slip during lift and hold. Importantly, by combining our dexterity requirement with choice of contact points, we had earlier found that digit load force distribution is modulated to variable digit position prior to object lift onset on a trial-to-trial basis (see Introduction). It is important to note that this phenomenon of digit force-to-position modulation is also found when manipulating objects with a symmetrical mass distribution and there is no requirement for exerting a compensatory torque -in fact, in this scenario the covariation between digit load force distribution and position is even stronger than when manipulating objects with an asymmetrical mass distribution (see Fig. 8C (1) ). These observations led to the proposition that digit force-to-position modulation is a task-and object-independent phenomenon underlying skilled manipulation through unconstrained grasp contacts (2).
S2. TMS and EEG general procedures
The TMS coil was held tangential to the scalp, perpendicular to the direction of the central sulcus, 45° from the mid-sagittal line, with the handle pointing backward to induce current in the postero-anterior direction (3). Resting motor threshold (rMT) was defined as the TMS intensity that induced 50 μV peak-to-peak motor evoked potentials (MEPs) in 5 of 10 trials in the FDI muscle. Active motor threshold (aMT) was estimated by stimulating M1 at the same site used for rMT while the subject maintained a static contraction using the thumb and index finger on the object at approximately 20% of maximum voluntary contraction, defined as the average of three trials. We defined aMT as the TMS intensity that induced 200 μV peak-to-peak MEPs in 5 of 10 trials in the FDI muscle. For MEP analysis, we removed trials in which EMG activity during the 150-ms window prior to the single-pulse TMS was larger than 2 standard deviations of the mean baseline activity (calculated as the mean of the rectified EMG signal during a short period of rest). This was done to ensure that recorded MEP values were not affected by baseline EMG activity at the time of TMS stimulation (4).
Scalp EEG was recorded with a standard 10-20 layout. Sixty channels were recorded from the scalp with an AFz ground and left mastoid reference. Scalp electrodes FT9, FT10, PO9, and PO10 were used to record electrooculogram (EOG) signals, selected based on their distance from our regions of interest. EOG electrodes for horizontal eye movements were placed at the canthus of each eye, while vertical EOG electrodes were placed above and below the left eye. Trial epochs were then created using a time window (−1500 ms to 3000 ms) around the object contact event (time 0).
Epochs containing large scalp EMG activity or where subjects did not comply with task instructions were excluded (< 10% of all trials). Electrodes showing abnormally noisy activity were interpolated using a spherical algorithm after applying independent components analysis for artifact rejection.
S3. Digit force modulation to variable position occurs in unconstrained but not constrained grasping.
During the Learn and Pre-cTBS trial blocks (Fig. 2B) , subjects from all experimental groups learned to generate compensatory torque (Tcom) appropriate to minimize object roll. Learning of T com occurred within the first three trials, after which T com was consistently attained (Fig. 4A) . Trial-to-trial modulation of digit load force distribution (d LF ), grip force (F GF ) and digit position (d Y ) measured at lift onset was similar to that described in previous work (1, 5, 6) . d Y and d LF from each trial were normalized to generate z-scores and used for linear regression analysis (1) to assess their relation in the EEG (con and uncon groups; Fig. 2A ) and TMS experiments (M1 con, M1 uncon, S1
uncon, S1 con, and Vertex groups; Fig. 2B ). Z-scores were computed by normalizing d LF and d Y for each subject by removing the mean from the value of each trial and dividing the result by the standard deviation.
As T com is learned within the first three trials (1, 5) , we used all con and uncon trials after learning had occurred for the EEG experiment (30 trials for each grasp context per subject), and trials 4-10 of the Learn block and all trials in the Pre block (22 trials per subject) for the TMS experiment. As expected from our previous work, we found (a) higher d y variability in all uncon than con grasping conditions from the EEG and TMS experiments (all P < 0.05), and (b) the larger d Y variability in uncon was compensated by trial-to-trial modulation of d LF (25, 27, 30) . Specifically, we found significant negative correlations between d LF and d Y only for the uncon grasping condition. For the EEG experiment, the r-value was -0.51 (P < 0.001) for uncon and -0.096 (P = 0.104) for con.
For the TMS experiment, we found significant negative correlations between d LF and d y in M1 uncon, S1 uncon, and Vertex conditions (r = -0.45, -0.67, and -0.46; all P < 0.0001), but not in M1 con and S1 con groups (r = 0.08 and -0.12, respectively; all P > 0.1).
S4. cTBS to M1 and S1 does not reduce corticospinal excitability following exposure to object manipulation.
We found no change in corticospinal excitability (CSE) after continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS) was delivered over M1 and S1 in the experimental groups (M1 con: t 9 = -2.052, M1 uncon: t 9 = -2.314, S1 con: t 9 = -0.98, and S1 uncon: t 9 = -0.991, respectively; all P > 0.05), nor M1 in the control groups (Sham, no-cTBS, and Vertex: all P > 0.05; Fig. S1 ).
These findings may seem surprising, as previous work reported a reduction in CSE following cTBS to M1 (7) . Unlike our protocol, however, in this previous work subjects did not perform a motor task prior to M1 cTBS. This is an important methodological difference, as a later study by the same group reported no reduction in CSE when subjects performed an isometric force contraction during cTBS stimulation (8) .
Therefore, the lack of CSE reduction following cTBS in our study, where subjects performed a series of object lifts prior to cTBS, is consistent with the follow-up study by
Huang and colleagues (8) . Nevertheless, to further validate our cTBS protocol, we performed an additional test on a No move group (n = 6) where we assessed the effects of cTBS over M1 on MEP size without having subjects perform our manipulation task ( Fig. 2B ). In this group and consistent with previous work where subjects performed no motor tasks prior to M1 cTBS (7), we found a significant decrease in MEP amplitude (t 9 = -7.172, P = 0.001; Fig. S1 ).
S5. cTBS delivered to control groups does not affect compensatory torque.
In addition to the Vertex group, we ran three additional control experiments. In each of the control groups described below, participants were given the same task instructions given to subjects in the four experimental groups (Fig. 2B) .
Sham (n = 10): CSE was assessed using single-pulse TMS (spTMS) over contralateral (left) M1 region immediately after the Pre block and before the start of the Post block, corresponding to the time immediately before and 5 minutes after cTBS.
cTBS was delivered to a second coil placed immediately behind subject's head with current directed away from the scalp while the coil over contralateral (left) M1 remained in place. Thus, subjects heard the sound elicited by stimulation, but did not experience any somatosensory effect of stimulation on the scalp. This control group was used to control for any somatosensory effects (9) caused by the auditory cue of cTBS on the control of object manipulation.
No cTBS (n = 6): This group did not receive cTBS. CSE was assessed using spTMS over contralateral (left) M1 region immediately after the Pre block and before the start of the Post block. This was done to assess the influence of MEP-induced movements on object manipulation control. Muscle twitches caused by spTMS over M1 have been shown to affect grasping behavior in subsequent lifts (10) . Therefore, the results of this control condition were analyzed to ensure that any change in behavior found in the experimental groups was specifically due to a 'virtual lesion' over the cortical area targeted by cTBS.
No Stim (n = 6): Neither spTMS nor cTBS were delivered during the experiment.
To assess learning-related changes in T com in control groups, we performed a 4 x 2 between-within repeated measures (rm) ANOVA with Group (4 levels: Sham, no cTBS, No Stim, Vertex) as the between-subject factor, and Block (2 levels: learn1, learn5) as the within-subject factor. We chose to include the Vertex group in this analysis to ensure that there were no differences across any of the control groups. This inclusion also served to validate that having included any control groups in the main analysis with the M1 con, M1 uncon, S1 con and S1 uncon groups would have produced similar results.
We report a significant main effect of Block (F 1,28 = 320.46, P < 0.05), but no significant S2 ). This comparison confirmed both that the rest period between the Learn and Pre blocks had no significant effect on the learned T com (learn5 vs. pre1) and that T com was stable throughout the Pre block (pre1 vs. pre5) (Fig. 4B) . These results are identical to those reported for the experimental groups.
To identify differences across trial blocks and control groups, we used a 4 × 3 between-within rmANOVA with Group (4 levels: Sham, no-cTBS, No Stim, Vertex) as a between-subject factor and Block (3 levels: pre5, post1, post5) as the within-subject factor. We found no main effect of Block (F 2,56 = 2.73, P > 0.05) nor significant Block × Group interaction (F 2,56 = 0.42, P > 0.05). Lastly, between-group comparisons for all control groups revealed no differences during the Learn, Pre, or Post block trials (all P > 0.05, Fig. S2 ). Therefore, subjects in all control groups attained and maintained similar T com throughout the remainder of the Pre and Post blocks.
Together, these analyses confirms that cTBS to sites other than M1 and S1, and/or the presence of spTMS between blocks, did not affect skilled object manipulation performance. Similar findings were found for peak object roll (see S5).
S6. Persistence of cTBS effects on compensatory torque components is sensitive
to grasp context and cortical area.
Analysis of the first post-cTBS trial, as well as subsequenty post-cTBS trials, revealed a differential effect on T com components depending on the cortical area being stimulated and grasp context (Fig. 5A,B) . Therefore, we quantified how these changes in T com components persisted over post-cTBS trials. We used mixed models to examine changes in each T com component over post-cTBS trials using a factor of Group (M1 con, M1 uncon, S1 uncon and S1 con) and a continuous covariate of post-cTBS Trial (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . For each T com variable, the model used the difference (∆) of the average of pre5 trials and each post-cTBS trial as the dependent variable.
The results for ∆d LF revealed a significant interaction between Group and post-cTBS Trial (F 1,3 = 3.25, P < 0.05). The interaction resulted from a significant difference in slopes between M1 uncon and S1 uncon groups (P < 0.05; Fig. S3 , top row). Follow-up examination revealed that both M1 uncon and S1 uncon exhibited slopes that were different from 0 (both P < 0.05). In contrast, the model examining ∆F GF only revealed an effect of Group (F 1,3 = 8.67, P < 0.05). This Group effect is apparent in Fig. S3 (middle row), as the mean level of the line for each group differs at a steady-state across post-cTBS trials. More specifically, follow-up analysis of the intercept revealed only the M1 con group differed from zero (P < 0.05). Therefore, M1 con was the only experimental condition with the strongest and more persistent effects of cTBS on F GF . The final model examining ∆d y also yielded a significant interaction (F 1,3 = 6.95, P < 0.05; Fig. S3 , bottom row).
Follow-up analysis revealed that only the slope for M1 uncon and S1 con groups were significantly different from 0, with both exhibiting a positive trend post-cTBS (both P < 0.05).
These findings indicate that the effects of cTBS on digit forces and positions were highly sensitive to the grasp context and cortical area targeted by TMS. Specifically, the persistency of the effects of virtual lesion on T com for M1 con grasping throughout all post-cTBS trials (Fig. 5B ) can be solely attributed to alteration of F GF , as indicated by the persistent and large non-zero intercept across post-cTBS trials (M1 con, Fig. S3 ). In contrast, the faster recovery of T com to pre-cTBS levels for M1 uncon grasping can be attributed to the re-establishment of a negative covariation between d y and d LF (M1 uncon, Fig. S3 ), despite large trial-to-trial fluctuations in d y (Fig. 5B ). For the S1 con group, the quick recovery of T com to pre-cTBS level after the first post-cTBS trial was mediated only by adjustments in relative positioning of thumb and index finger within the marked contact boundaries on the object (Fig. S3 ). Lastly, the rate at which T com recovered within the first 10 post-cTBS trials (Fig. 5B) following cTBS in the S1 uncon group was mostly driven by change in d LF (right column, Fig. S3 ).
Fig. S1
Corticospinal excitability. Change in CSE was assessed as percentage change in the amplitude of motor evoked potentials (MEP) by comparing preversus post-cTBS, or following rest (No Move group). All groups except the No cTBS group received cTBS over M1, S1, or Vertex. ** denotes P < 0.0125. Data are averages (± SE) of all subjects. 
Fig. S3
Effect of cTBS on digit placement, load and grip force. Plots show predicted difference (∆) between the value of each Tcom variable averaged across the last five pre-cTBS trials and each post-cTBS trial. Predicted values were obtained by fitting a mixed model that predicted the variable (e.g., dLF) as a function of experimental group and post-cTBS trial. Each plot shows the predicted slope. ✭ and ✭✭ denote a slope significantly different than zero at P < 0.05 and 0.01, respectively.
